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Abstract- The Internet of Things (IoT) methodology generates the foundation to the world with hyper connection 

with every nodes linked as well as exchanges data over the network. When the demand for IoT technology progresses, 

so do the threats towards security to infrastructure of IoT, devices and applications. Current malware detection 

concepts which analyze the malware signatures and activity patterns statically as well as dynamically consume more 

time and are not efficient at real-time detection of unrecognized malware. At present malwares utilize metamorphic, 

polymorphic and other elusive approaches for behavioral change of malware rapidly leading to the generation of wide 

count of new malwares. Hence, the detection of such malicious nodes in the network is considered to be an arduous 

issue. This paper introduces an efficacious approach for analysing, detecting and classifying of malware in networks 

which manipulates CNN. It classifies and trains the extracted features according to the detected nature of malware. 

The approach utilized two kinds of datasets named as Malimg (Dataset 1) as well as privately collected samples 

(Dataset 2) and identifies malware with 93.6% and 94.2% respectively. The comparison analysis is performed with 

existing approach which proves that the proposed method outperforms other existing approaches. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

 

Rapid evolution of technology has had an effect 

on everyday operations in both corporate and personal 

lives. The emergence of the new definition of the 

knowledge society has been assisted by IoT and its 

applications. However, cyber criminals attack individual 

PCs and networks for the purpose of stealing sensitive 

data for financial gain as well as triggering disclaimer of 

systems service, making realize the advantages of this 

industrial revolution a major challenge [1, 2].  Malware 

is a commonly utilized term for malicious software, 

which is capable of causing harm to any software 

systems [3]. Malware attackers try to get through layers 

of security and protective solutions, putting a computer 

network and its properties at risk [4].  

A recent study looks at a broad range of 

malware's malicious activities and divides current mobile 

detection approaches fro malware as: static analysis as 

well as dynamic analysis. Static analysis has been used in 

the past for detecting leakage in privacy, vulnerabilities 

and malware in applications. Anyway, code 

polymorphism as well as malware code obfuscation 

challenges static analysis which further generates 

malware variants for evading its identification. Dynamic 

analysis approaches alter the device's operating system in 

monitoring and accessing sensitive data in real time with 

encryption of codes. Dynamic analysis is auspicious but 

it necessitates a broad enough collection of executions to 

cover app behaviours [5-8]. A traditional approach for 

detecting codes which are malicious will be creating a 

signature for each samples of malware depending on 

features extracted. The signature-based methodologies 

are better in detecting malware and is relatively simple in 

generating numerous polymorphic/metamorphic variants 

of a single sample of malware. Different versions of the 

same malware, on the other hand, usually have similar 

malicious patterns. Many modern malware detection 

schemes make it a point to learn the patterns [9, 10]. 

With high sophisticated mystification approaches, 

malware that employs metamorphic as well as 

polymorphic strategies can avoid detection by producing 

a large number of new variants [11].  

Furthermore, the majority of previous research 

on android malware detection relied on a small set of 

feature selection in detecting malware. Owing to the 

computational complexity as well as restricted resources 

like cost, memory, processing capabilities, most current 

malware identification approaches are not applied in 

direct manner to IoT devices. Several techniques for 

selecting malware features have been developed, such as 

the information gain concept, but it is dependent on a 

restricted group of features in detecting malware [12]. 

Classification of android malware family is a critical 

stage in further examining as well as recognising 

malware, such as identifying new threats or threat trends, 

creating updated signatures, upgrading past signatures, or 

location of malicious codes. Other inherent difficulties 

and restrictions for classification of multi-class family 

exist, for example, the count of families of malware is 

increasingly growing, yet many of them only have one or 

little samples [13].  

Malware can also be detected using image 

processing methods, in which the structure of packed 

binary samples was converted as grayscale images of 

two-dimension. The features of image were then utilized 

to classify the images. When it comes to the detection of 
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malicious code variants or unrecognized malware, 

however, these methods fall short [14]. The primary 

concern of researchers regarding malware detection is 

accuracy, and the majority of research papers use 

accuracy metrics to characterise the success of their 

detection process. Performance overhead should be 

considered for mobile device operating systems, as 

higher accuracy can result in higher overhead [15]. To 

make the detection process effective, accuracy and 

performance overhead must be well balanced. 

Furthermore, malware must be identified as soon as 

possible before causing any device harm [16]. For the 

early detection of these malware attacks, several systems 

have been introduced at the cloud which are intelligent 

with the application of data mining as well as machine 

learning approaches [17]. In these systems, depending on 

various representations of feature, numerous 

classification methodologies, including artificial neural 

network (ANN) [18], support vector machine (SVM) 

[19], Deep Neural Network (DNN) [20], Naïve Bayes 

(NB) [21], and Shared nearest neighbour (SNN) [22], are 

utilized for the detection of malware. 

This work proposes an efficient detection of 

malware adopting CNN and the contributions are given 

as follows: 

 Debugging and extraction of features 

utilizing the datasets. 

 Feature selection and classification by CNN 

classifier which selects and trains the 

features. 

 Performance metrics comparison of the 

proposed system with prevailing approaches.  

             The structure of the remaining paper is: The 

related works are illustrated in section 2, the proposed 

system is explained in section 3, the outputs are 

discussed in section 4, and conclusion is narrated in 

section 5. 

 

2 RELATED WORKS 

 

Chenglin et al [23] illustrated a unique as well 

as increasingly enhanced classifier for detecting malware 

in android depending on a Factorization Machine 

methodology. The retrieval of attributes of the Android 

app from manifest files as well as source code was 

performed. The outputs indicated that the representation 

of numerical feature of the app generally led to a long as 

well as increasingly sparse vector and the various feature 

interactions were tedious to reveal behaviour patterns 

malicious nodes. 

Sanjeev et al [24] proposed a scheme which is 

frequency-centric to construct the feature utilizing the 

call patterns for a system of visible malware as well as 

benign samples. An based on machine learning utilizing 

multilayer perceptron in FPGA was developed for 

training the classifier adopting these features. During 

running time, the trained classifier was utilized for the 

classification of invisible samples as either malware or 

benign, by predicting earlier. The obtained outputs 

revealed that the proposed concept achieved improved 

accuracy for classification, rapid detection, minimal 

consumption of power, as well as flexibility for simple 

functioning upgrade in adapting malware samples. 

Ke et al [25] introduced a new method for 

malware detection, termed ICC Detector. It resulted in a 

model for detection prior training with a group of apps 

which were benign and a group of malwares, as well as 

the model trained was employed for detection of 

malware. The ICC Detector performance was 

investigated with 5264 malwares, and 12026 benign 

apps. This proposed approach when compared with 

existing approaches, generated improved accuracy more 

than the existing methods, with a lower FPR of 0.67%. 

Amin et al [26] demonstrated an approach 

depending on deep learning for detecting IoT malware 

adopting the Operational Code (OpCode) series of the 

device. The OpCodes were transmuted in a vector space 

and a deep Eigen space learning methodology was 

applied for classifying applications which are malicious 

as well as benign. The robust nature of the proposed 

concept in the detection of malware and its ability to 

sustain against the attacks of junk code insertion was 

demonstrated. 

Yusheng et al [27] adopted the incorporation of 

software attributes like API call sequence possessing 

increased precision for detecting as well as minimal-level 

hardware attributes like resistance for avoiding the 

memory dump grayscale as well as hardware 

performance counters. Furthermore, every feature 

depending on the actual research was improved and an 

enhanced model for classification was proposed. It 

improved the precision for detecting a single feature and 

consequently, a learning algorithm which is ensemble 

possessing numerous algorithms for classification was 

utilized for detecting malware. The multi-features 

described the behaviour of malware from various 

dimensions for improving the performance of detection.  

 

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

  

The proposed approach efficiently analyses 

malware, regarded as a warning to IoT devices 

comprising of restricted hardware resources, in a nested 

virtual environment depending on cloud. The training is 

performed utilizing the CNN model particularly 

analysing and detecting tasks and the process flow of the 

detection system for malware is shown in figure 1.  
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3.1 Debugging  

 

 The process of debugging is done utilizing 

datasets comprising of malware as well as benign for 

generating a log file and the features of behaviour are 

extracted from these files. The IoT malware as well as 

benign files face execution in a virtual environment and 

the binary files adopting Pro analysis tools termed 

Interactive Disassembler (IDA) provides the the code  of 

assembly language. Further the target files are debugged 

for identifying the manner of the working and flow of 

codes. 

 

3.2 Feature Extraction 

 

 During this phase, the extraction of features, 

that denote the execution file features from file 

behaviours as well as internal structures analysed by 

debugging is carried out. Features from IoT malware as 

well as memory, system call, network, process, virtual 

file system (VFS), undergo extraction as file template of  

.csv and is placed in Excel. 

 

3.3 Feature Selection and Classification 

 

 The selection of features and its classification 

can be integrated and is performed using CNN classifier 

which selects and trains features which represent the 

behaviour in the absence of human involvement. 

 

 
     Figure 1 Process flow of the proposed approach 

3.4 Convolutional Neural Networks 

 

 CNN is a form of deep learning utilized to 

analyse and classify images. Since it operates on raw 

data, CNN has the benefit of requiring less pre-

processing than related image classification algorithms. It 

works as an extractor of features, and is useful because 

selection of features is usually done by researchers. 

Figure 2 indicates the overview of CNN architecture. 

                CNN comprises of input as well as output 

layers and numerous hidden layers. The convolution is 

performed in the input matrix by the convolutional layer 

and its resultant is applied to adjacent layer. In inputs 

including feature map which is the input matrix as well 

as convolution kernel that operates as a filter and results 

in another image, convolution occurs. The filtering of the 

feature map’s specific information and discarding rest of 

the information is performed by the kernel. In general, a 

convolution method utilizes various kernels in which 

every kernel is essential for extracting as well as 

focussing on a part of information. Generally, following 

a convolutional layer, a pooling layer is present that 

considers the convolutional layer result as input. The task 

of down sampling of feature maps obtained from the 

convolutional layer is termed as pooling. It operates by 

considering a particular part of the input and minimizes it 

to one value. Consequently, max pooling utilizes the 

increased value from specific part, and average pooling 

utilizes the average value. Following the convolutional as 

well as pooling layers, fully connected layers are present, 

which connects neurons within layers. 

 

 
 

  

Figure 2 Architecture of CNN 

 

3.5 Input to CNN 

 

                   Every sample is represented as an image of 

2D matrix and is given as CNN input. A sample    in 

specific time denoted by t, which records p features per 

process for q processes and is given by,  
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(1) 

                  A CNN needs the similar task to exist in the 

similar row in every sample such that a task with process 

identification number (PID) 1 existing in the matrix 

initial row should exist in the initial row. CNN considers 

specific-sized images as inputs, hence the feature count 

(q) as well as processes (p) must be determined 

previously. The count of features is estimated easily due 

to the availability of specific count of accumulated 

attributes. Consequently, evaluating the count of tasks is 

tedious due to the dynamic nature of tasks. In systems 

which are highly active, numerous tasks generate for 

handling the requests of clients depending on the 

workload.  

                  Pre-processing is important for CNN to 

possess scaled data inputs for rapid converging as well as 

improved accuracy outputs. Rescaling the data to obtain 

a mean value as well as standard deviation 1 is a general 

approach. Consider the group of features   
{            } and a group of samples   

{          }. Then,                              
    

 

(  
    

      )                                                  (2) 

Where,       
    
vector values of    in     input sample 

                      
 mean value of    

                      
standard deviation of    

 

3.5 Modeling of CNN 

 

Figure 3 indicates the CNN model which is 

utilized in this approach consisting of 8 layers. Initially, 

the input layer is generally obtained in the form of a 

matrix. Next, is the convolutional layer that obtains a 

standardized matrix of d×120×28, denoting samples in a 

specific time window, in which d indicates input matrix 

depth as well as 20×28 denotes the length of  matrices 

which is 2d indicating the feature count as well as 

processes, correspondingly. Further, convolutional 

operation is performed with 2 kernels with zero padded 

ending of size d×5×5. The outputs’ size is d×120×28 

with 32 feature maps. A max pooling layer with a value 2 

and size 2×2×2 is present, generating d/2×60×14 sized  

feature maps of count 32. Next two layers are duplicates 

of second layer as well as the result of the max pool layer 

2 is sized d/4×30×7 with 64 feature maps. The final 3 

layers are completely interlinked layer of 1024 size, a 

dropout layer as well as completely connected layer of 

size 2 indicating the classifying the chance of a benign or 

malicious virtual machine (VM) sample. The malicious 

or benign processes is not classified by the model but 

rather the VM as a whole indicating the non-occurrence 

of possibility in identifying the malicious process. 

Rectified linear unit (ReLU), a function which is simpler 

as well as rapid, is commonly denoted as     
          . It is concluded that ReLU  functions in an 

enhanced manner when compared to existing activation 

functions and performs quicker during training. Thus the 

proposed approach efficiently identifies malware and 

classifies it according to the nature of malware. 

 

 
  

Figure 3 Model of proposed CNN 

 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The proposed approach utilized two datasets 

named as Malimg (Dataset 1) as well as samples 

collected privately (Dataset 2). Dataset termed Malimg 

comprises 9,338 samples of malware of 24 different 

malware families. The input dataset is generated by 

converting malware binaries as matrix having unsigned 

integer of 8-bit. Which is considered as an image of 

grayscale containing pixels in [0, 255] range, 0 denotes 

black as well as 255 denotes white. The  matrix of 2D is 

converted into1D vector form, generating an array of  

1x1024 size. L2 normalization is exploited for recently 

generated data. The input dataset is further partitioned in 

a random manner into 70% training as well as testing 

dataset of 30% comprising samples for every family of 

malware. Table 1 indicates the statistics of the utilized 

dataset. 
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Table 1 Input dataset statistics 

 

Data set Benign Malicious Total 

Data set 1 1,21,700 1,18718 2,40,418 

Data set 2 52,244 50,793 1,03,037 

 

4.1 Performance metrics 

 

             The performance analysis for the below 

mentioned metrics are done in this approach. 

 

4.1.1 Accuracy 

             

              Accuracy is defined by the percentage of 

appropriately classified occurrences denoted as, 

  Accuracy = 
     

           
 

 

4.1.2 Precision 

           

            Precision is defined by the fraction of related 

occurrences among the reclaimed occurrences and is 

given by, 

  Precision = 
  

     
 

 

4.1.3 Recall 

                   

             Recall is expressed by the fraction of related 

occurrences that were reclaimed and is given by, 

  Recall = 
  

     
 

 

4.1.4 F-measure 

                    

              F-measure is defined by the measure of accuracy 

of tests performed and is given by, 

  F-measure = 
                    

                  
 

The obtained values of accuracy, precision, 

recall and F-measure for the first dataset are illustrated in 

table 2 and the proposed CNN is compared with existing 

approaches like KNN, RF, SVM and DT. Thus the 

efficiency of CNN is proved and the corresponding 

characteristic plot is given in figure 4. 

 

  Table 2 Comparison table of performance metrics for 

dataset 1 

 

Method Accuracy 

(%) 

Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

F-measure 

(%) 

KNN 41.8 73.4 41.8 45.4 

RF 84.3 85.3 84.3 83.6 

SVM 82.8 82.6 82.8 82.6 

DT 79.5 79.5 79.5 79.4 

CNN 93.6 93.6 93.3 93.2 

                      

 
 

Figure 4 Comparison graph of performance 

metrics for dataset 1 

 

The obtained values of accuracy for the second 

dataset are illustrated in table 3 and the proposed CNN is 

compared with existing approaches like KNN [28], RF 

[29], SVM [19] and DT [30]. Thus the efficiency of 

CNN is proved and the corresponding characteristic plot 

is given in figure 5. 

 

Table 3 Accuracy comparison for dataset 2 

 

Method Accuracy (%) 

KNN 75.8 

RF 88.4 

SVM 88.3 

DT 84.2 

CNN 94.2 

 

 
                            

Figure 5 Comparison of performance metrics 

for dataset 1 
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             The obtained results from the rigorous 

experiments concluded that the proposed detection of 

malware utilizing CNN adopts a systematized approach 

in collecting data internally from data sources. It 

performs classification as well as categorization of 

malware according to their family accurately. Pre-

processing is also carried out in a distributed way and the 

malwares are efficiently detected and classified.  

 

4 CONCLUSION 

 

               An efficient detection of malware in networks 

is proposed in this paper adopting the following tasks: 

debugging, extraction as well as selection of features and 

classification utilizing two datasets with malicious as 

well as benign inputs. The features of every sample is 

changed into a matrix of two-dimension and is fed to 

CNN. The selection of extracted features and its 

classification is performed by CNN with improved 

accuracy of 93.6% for dataset 1 and 94.2% for dataset 2. 

Future works can concentrate on the adoption of 

increased number of static as well as dynamic features 

along with larger input datasets. 
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